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Unit catalog index

“We are looking for a device for pressure 
feeding but we do not know what sort of 
parts are required…”
“We would like to assemble a unit with the 
minimum amount of accessories required…”

For such customers, we recommend 
that you use the basic pressure feeding 
set that we offer.

We design and manufacture units that combine 
a jacket tank, agitator and constant temperature 
water circulation device.

We offer a range of unit products with a variety 
of functions such as storage, transport, heating, 
discharge, etc.

We can also produce custom-made products to match 
your application.
Leave the selection of the agitator and pump to us.

Select a product to suit your contents and operating 
environment.
We have an extensive lineup of products for different 
installation and drive methods.

Stainless steel containers that are filled with contents 
and large valves are heavy, and thus transport and valve 
installation work often leads to injuries and wounds.

We offer auxiliary products that help to simplify such work.

Return fluid temperature is low. Return fluid temperature is high.

[Cooling Control] [Heating Control]

We offer new and custom-made 
product design and manufacturing.
The number of designs for custom-made products that we have 
created so far is more than 80,000.
We take care of the entire process from design to drafting and 
production while maintaining close communications with the customer.
One of our strengths is the fact that many of our sales representatives 
have a manufacturing background.
With our extensive knowledge of raw materials and manufacturing
techniques, we will supply what the customer wants.

P3–8
Agitation and temperature 
control unit

P21–28 Custom-made purpose-built units 

P33, 34
Auxiliary products for 
transport and installation

Useful functions can be added to the stainless 
steel container with optional accessories.

We offer a variety of sight glasses that allow 
you to check the inside of the container and 
valves for both powder and fluids to suit 
different applications.

P29–32
Stainless steel container 
accessories

P9–14 Agitators

P15–20 Pressurized container units
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Agitation and temperature control unit

We design and manufacture units that combine a jacket tank, agitator 
and temperature-controlled water circulation device.

Agitation and temperature control unit

Return fluid temperature is low.Return fluid temperature is low. Return fluid temperature is high.Return fluid temperature is high.

[Cooling Control] [Heating Control]

Heating and cooling capability
Freezer works throughout the entire operating temperature 
range, allowing cooling to be controlled even in high 
temperature ranges.

We manufacture these units with 
pressurized containers as well.
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Bowl type jacket container with agitator mount 

Jacket container with agitator which features 
temperature regulation

Specifications

Container, jacket, legs: SUS304　　　　　
Cover: SUS304
Castor: SUS + urethane wheels
(of which 2 are attached with a stopper)
Gasket:  Silicone rubber 

(compliant with the Japanese Food  
Hygiene Law)

Jacket nozzle: 1S ferrule

● Surface treatment: Inner and outer surface buffing
● Operating condition: Atmospheric pressure  

(no pressurization adjustment)

● Order can be custom-made. Leg length, nozzle size, etc. can be changed.
● Price of agitator shall be quoted separately. We can also design to match the agitator that you have on hand.

[BO type][SD type][PO type]

DTK-J - -
- -

39 PO
Tank model Size Agitator mount modelOrder

Ordering example

Bowl type jacket container with agitator mount (ferrule discharge) [DTK-J]

■ Inlet

■ Outlet (ferrule)

H
2

H
1

t1
t2

φD1φD1

φD2φD2

H
2

H
1

t1
t2

φD1φD1

φD2φD2

H
2

H
1

t1

t2

φD1

φD2

Model Capacity
Internal 

diameter
Internal 

diameter
Internal 
height Height Plate thickness Drain size

L D1 D2 H1 H2 t1 t2 PO model SD model BO model

DTK-J-36 35 360 430 430 830 1.2 1.2 1S

DTK-J-39 45 387 430 470 870 1.2 1.2 1S

DTK-J-43 60 430 470 505 905 1.2 1.5 2S

DTK-J-47 80 470 565 555 955 1.5 1.5 2S

DTK-J-47H 100 470 565 670 1070 1.5 1.5 2S

DTK-J-565 150 565 635 695 1095 1.5 1.5 2S

DTK-J-635 200 635 700 755 1155 1.5 2.0 2S

■ Range of agitator mount

PO (portable type) (P9, 10) SD (standing type) (P11, 12, 13) BO (bottom type) (P14)

[DTK-J-36-PO]
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Jacket container with agitator mount 

Container with jacket that supports temperature-
controlled agitation

[DTM-J][DTK-J]

Model Capacity Internal diameter Internal 
height

Drain 
height

Plate  
thickness Valve

L D1 D2 H1 H2 t1 Size

DTM-J-36 35 360 430 426 404 1.2 1S

DTM-J-39 45 387 430 467 403 1.2 1S

DTM-J-43 60 430 470 494 411 1.2 2S

DTM-J-47 80 470 565 546 409 1.5 2S

DTM-J-47H 100 470 565 661 409 1.5 2S

DTM-J-565 150 565 635 688 407 1.5 2S

DTM-J-635 200 635 700 749 406 1.5 2S

Model Weight External 
diameter

External 
height

kg φD H

ECK-DTK-J-36 4 470 300

ECK-DTK-J-39 4 470 340

ECK-DTK-J-43 5 510 370

ECK-DTK-J-47 6 610 420

ECK-DTK-J-47H 7 610 540

ECK-DTK-J-565 8 680 560

ECK-DTK-J-635 10 740 630

Model Weight External 
diameter

External 
height

kg φD H

ECK-DTM-J-36 4 470 310

ECK-DTM-J-39 4 470 350

ECK-DTM-J-43 5 510 380

ECK-DTM-J-47 6 610 430

ECK-DTM-J-47H 7 610 550

ECK-DTM-J-565 8 680 570

ECK-DTM-J-635 10 740 640

Specifications

Container, jacket, legs: SUS304　　　　
Cover: SUS304
Castor:  SUS + urethane wheels 

(of which 2 are attached with  
a stopper)

Gasket:  Silicone rubber 
(compliant with the Japanese  
Food Hygiene Law)

Jacket nozzle: 1S ferrule

⃝ Surface treatment:  Inner and outer  
surface buffing

● Operating condition:  Atmospheric pressure  
(no pressurization adjustment)

Unit of length is mm.

Unit of length is mm.

Bowl type jacket container with agitator mount (tank bottom valve) [DTM-J]

Insulation cover [ECK]

■ Improved discharge and agitation!

■ Optional parts

[No accumulation]
There is almost no accumulation of the 
contents because of the flange connection.

[Efficient discharge]
Contents inside the tank can be 
discharged efficiently.

[Agitation efficiency]
Agitation efficiency improves as there is 
no dead space.[DTK-J] [DTM-J]

Problem: 
Contents 
accumulate inside 
the ferrule and valve.

■ Tank bottom valve

■ Inlet

■ Container without jacket

Bowl container 
with agitator 
mount
[DTM]
[DTK]

*  Consult us if you want to apply pressure on the jacket.

[DTM-J][DTK-J]

H
2

H
1

H
3

φD2 t2
φD1 t1

* Price of the agitator shall be quoted separately.

Insulation jacket for stainless steel tanks which can be used repeatedly.

・ Excellent insulation improves the warming and cooling effect of the jacket tank.

・ Prevents burns and condensation.

・ Custom-made to suit the tank.

Specifications

Material (Outer material): Glass cloth, silicone coat　
 (Insulation material): Glass wool, needle mat
 (Thickness): t15
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■ Range of agitator mount

PO (portable type) (P9, 10) SD (standing type) (P11, 12, 13) BO (bottom type) (P14)

Model Capacity Internal diameter Internal 
height

Drain 
height

Plate 
thickness Drain

L D1 D2 H1 H2 t1 Size

KTTK-J-L-36 35 360 430 380 400 1.2 1S

KTTK-J-L-39 45 387 430 420 400 1.2 1S

KTTK-J-L-43 65 430 470 480 400 1.2 1S

KTTK-J-L-47 80 470 565 500 400 1.5 1S

KTTK-J-L-47H 100 470 565 620 400 1.5 1S

KTTK-J-L-565 150 565 635 650 400 1.5 2S

KTTK-J-L-565H 200 565 635 930 400 1.5 2S

KTTK-J-L-635 300 635 700 1030 400 1.5 2S

Features

● Comes with a stand for mounting the agitator (clamp lock), allowing the container and agitator to be moved.

● Fitted with a heating and cooling jacket, with temperature-controlled agitation and discharge capabilities.

● DTK-J is for ferrule discharge while DTM-J is for tank valve discharge.

● KTTK-J has a bottom that is slanted at an angle to the discharge direction for lateral discharge, allowing the contents 
to be discharged smoothly.

● Comes with a split cover for easy filling and checking, allowing the agitator to be removed easily with the cover.

Unit of length is mm.

■ Ferrule

■ Inlet

Slant bottom type jacket container with agitator mount and legs [KTTK-J-L]

■ Manual 2-way ball valve
■ Smooth lateral discharge is possible

As the bottom of the container is slanted at an angle to the 
direction of the discharge drain, the agitated liquid flows in 
the discharge direction and is discharged smoothly.
Since the discharge drain is fitted without any difference 
in the elevation, residual liquids can be eliminated while 
discharging the contents laterally.

・  Type and size of the discharge outlet can be 
selected to suit the pipe and contents.

■  Discharge outlet can be selected

Ferrule (standard) Nipple Flange

Specifications

Container, jacket, legs: SUS304　 
Cover: SUS304
Castor:  SUS + urethane wheels 

(of which 2 are attached with 
a stopper)

Gasket:  Silicone rubber 
(compliant with the Japanese 
Food Hygiene Law)

Jacket nozzle: 15A ferrule

⃝ Surface treatment:  Inner and outer 
surface buffing

● Operating condition:
  Atmospheric pressure  

(no pressurization adjustment)

*  Price of the agitator shall be quoted separately.
*  Consult us if you want to apply pressure on 

the jacket.

Slanted bottom

Flow direction

Jacket

H
1

H
2

H
3

H
4

t1

t2

φD1

φD2
Ｒ
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Cooling pump, temperature-controlled water circulation device

Combine with a jacket tank to control temperature

Cooling pump Temperature-controlled water circulation device

Temperature-controlled water circulation device which 
can circulate hot water up to temperatures of +80ºC to 
sealed system circuit. Of course, it can also be used as 
a temperature-controlled water tank.

Increased heat capacity over the T-55 to 2.6kW with 
single phase 200V power supply. Equipped with an 
indicator for the inside temperature of the tank and a Pt 
100 ohm temperature sensor.

[CH-402Ｂ/CH-602Ｂ]

[T-55W]

CH-402B, CH-602B T-55, T-55W

Model name CH-402B CH-602B

Operating temperature range*1 -10ºC - +80ºC

Temperature control accuracy*2 Heater PID control, ±0.5ºC

Cooling capacity (50Hz)*3 Approx. 0.7kW Approx. 1.0kW

Freezer (air cooled) output 400W 600W

Heater output 1.8kW 2.25kW

Temperature setting, display Digital type (switches between the temperature 
setting and tank internal temperature display)

Safety devices/Safety functions

Short circuit/over-current breaker, freezer error 
alarm, high/low temperature, pump motor error 
alarm, temperature sensor error diagnosis circuit, 
liquid replenishing alarm, prevention of boiling 
without water, phase reversal relay

Other functions

temperature check monitor, remote temperature 
setting, External sensor temperature*4 connection, 
safety device operating signal output, temperature 
monitor signal output

Water tank capacity (80％ water level)*5 Approx. 26L

Applicable pump unit P-320

External dimensions (excluding the pump) 407×565×766Hmm

Dry weight (excluding the pump) Approx. 66kg Approx. 68kg

Required power supply  
(excluding the pump)

3-phase AC200V 50/60Hz

10A 15A

Operating current (excluding the pump) 8A 10A

Standard accessories Power supply cord, waste water rubber hose, 
signal connector

External dimensions W290×D370×H (water tank 460 + circulation port 40) mm

Tank internal dimensions W220×D300×H200mm

Capacity 10L

Temperature range Room temperature +15ºC - +80ºC

Temperature stability ±0.2ºC (when circulation pump is not in use)

Temperature control Digital temperature indicator and control device PID control method

Heater Sheath wire type 1.3kW

Circulation pump
Magnet pump 45W (for agitation at the same time)

Maximum lifting height 5m   
Maximum flow rate 9L/min

Circulation IN-OUT Outer shape φ12 hose connection (Rp 3/8)

Safety devices
Tank overheating prevention device, device to prevent 

heating without any contents,  
short circuit breaker, overflow

Material Inner tank: Made of stainless steel (SUS-304)
Exterior: Steel plate with baked finish

Accessories Stainless steel lid (SUS-304)

Power supply AC100V 14A 50/60Hz

Weight 18 kg
*1　 When using at a temperature of  +7ºC or less, be sure to use an anti-freezing 

agent (type to be discussed with us).
*2　 Thermal regulation may be affected by the heat transfer medium used, the operating 

environmental temperature, thermal load, circulation piping length, etc.
*3　 Capacity of the individual device using pure water at a circulation liquid 

temperature of +10ºC. Cooling capacity varies depending on the pump unit 
installed. Cooling capacity drops when the environmental temperature reaches 
+30ºC or higher.

*4　External temperature sensor is sold separately.
*5　 As it is not a sealed structure, the liquid used may evaporate and lose volume 

depending on the temperature setting and the type of heat transfer medium used.
● Operating environmental temperature range of this device  is +5ºC to +35ºC.

■ T-55 specifications

■ T-55W

[T-55]
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Spray nozzle

Cover with cleaning nozzle / container ferrule baffle

Guide to optional parts compatible with container units

Ferrule baffle [BP]

Quick reference  
table for models Size

Applicable containers Size 36 Size 39/39H Size 43/43H Size 47/47H Size 565/565H Size 635 Size 77/77H Size 100/100H

Clip type MF-CN-36 MF-CN-39 MF-CN-43 MF-CN-47
MF-CN-565 MF-CN-635 MF-CN-77 MF-CN-100

Band type CF-CN-36 CF-CN-39 CF-CN-43 CF-CN-47

Cleaning nozzle Screw Injection pattern RPM* Mist flow rate (L/min) 〃 〃 〃 〃
Size rpm 0.15 MPa 0.3 MPa 0.5 MPa 0.7 MPa 1.0 MPa

Common specifications 1/8F Fan shape, up down 360° 5 - 10 9.19 13.0 16.8 19.9 23.7

Cover with cleaning nozzle [MF-CN/CF-CN]

■ Model selection

■ Improves agitation efficiency

■  Sprays detergent 360° to clean the inside of  
the container.

Specifications　　　　　　　　　　

Cover: SUS304　　　　　　　　　
Spray nozzle: SUS316L
Ferrule gasket: Silicone rubber
Clamp band: SCS13
Ball valve: SCS14
Coupler: SUS + Nitrile rubber
● Heat-resistant temperature: 150ºC
● Operating conditions:  

Atmospheric pressure (no pressurization  
adjustment)

[CF-CN]　
For band type　

[MF-CN]
For clip type　

* Gasket between the container and cover is not enclosed.
* Compatible with the clip-type and band-type stainless steel container with 

discharge outlet made by Nitto (internal diameter φ360mm - φ1000mm).
* Be sure to open the discharge outlet and use the agitator with the 

container depressurized and no water remaining inside the container.

Cleaning nozzle and cover comes as a set, allowing the inner 
surfaces of the container to be sprayed and cleaned.
Ideal for rinsing and removing stains prior to cleaning.

Low speed rotation of 5 - 10 rpm (at 0.3 MPa) ensures 
that the detergent is fully in contact with the inner 
surfaces of the container.

Ferrule Length
Plate  
width

Plate 
thickness

D A W t

1.5S 300, 350, 400, 450,
500, 600, 700, 800,

900, 1000

30

4.02S 40

3S 50

* Gasket and clamp band required for connecting to a ferrule are  
sold separately.

* Use of SUS316L, electrolytic polishing and fluoropolymer coating  
is available.

Specifications

⃝ Material: SUS304
● Surface treatment: Buffing

Liquid flow by the agitator turns turbulent when it hits 
the baffle plate, improving the agitation efficiency. Ideal 
when you want to mix and stir contents uniformly.

Can be attached to a ferrule.
All stainless steel baffle plate.
Sanitary and easy to clean.

BP-1.5S - 300
Choose a model that suits your preferred size.

Ferrule Length

φD

A

H

W

WithWithout

Unit of length is mm.
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Agitator PO (portable type)

・ Agitator with clamp that can be attached and 
detached easily

・  Mounting angle and attitude angle of the 
agitation shaft (blades) can be adjusted.

・  An "electric motor agitator" or "air motor 
agitator" can be selected.

Agitator PO [portable type]

Model A720　Portable mixer

Model

Motor Impeller Shaft Weight 
approx.Power Number of poles Phase, voltage Frequency RPM Diameter Number of levels Overall length

kW P V Hz rpm mm stage mm kg

A720-0.065A 0.065 4
Single 

phase, 100

50 300
150 1 600 10

60 360

A720-0.1A 0.1 4
Single 

phase, 100

50 300
220 1 800 11

60 360

A720-0.1B 0.1 4 3-phase, 
200

50 300
220 1 800 11

60 360

■ Range of agitator mount

■ Model A720 options

PO (portable type)

Portable agitator with easily detachable clamp

Electric motor agitator

Compact, lightweight and easy-to-handle design with an integrated clamp and body.
Material: Shaft, vanes  Stainless steel (SUS304)

Gear case unit is made of anodized aluminum. 
Unlike a plated coating, it resists peeling, thereby 
reducing the risk of contamination.

Connecting parts can be removed with a 
single touch for easy cleaning, e.g. in food and 
pharmaceutical factories.

■ Anodizing ■ One-touch coupling

Patented PAT. No.5637587
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Electric motor agitator

KPS-400 model　Stainless steel portable mixer

Model
No.

Motor Rotation speed Shaft 3-blade propeller Maximum agitation capacity Weight

Output Horsepower Voltage 50Hz 60Hz Standard length
L

Diameter
φd

Diameter
φD

Dilution 
liquid

Medium 
viscosity

With 
motor

kW HP V rpm rpm mm mm mm ℓ ℓ (Approx.) kg

KPS-4040 
A
B

40W 1/18
100

250 300 600 16 120×2 
stacks 100 50

11

200 11

KPS-4060 
A
B

60W 1/12
100

250 300 600 16 160×1 
stack 250 100

12

200 11

KPS-4001 
A
B

0.1 1/8
100

300 360 800 16 160×2 
stacks 600 200

19

200 17

Model KCP-670　Step-less variable speed portable mixer

Model
No.

Motor (outdoor type) Rotation speed Agitation shaft 2-level, 3-blade 
propeller Maximum agitation capacity Weight

Power Horsepower Voltage 50Hz 60Hz Standard length
L

Diameter
φd

Diameter
φD

Dilution 
liquid

Medium 
viscosity

With 
motor

kW HP V rpm rpm mm mm mm ℓ ℓ (Approx.) kg

KCP-6700-NRX 0.06 1/12 100 0 - 500 0 - 600 600 19 100 250 100 16

KCP-6701-NRX 0.09 1/8 100 0 - 500 0 - 600 800 19 120 500 150 17

Rotation speed can be adjusted according to changes in liquid viscosity.
Material: Shaft, blades - stainless steel (SUS304)

Made of stainless steel, ideal for food and pharmaceutical plants.

◎ Motor and reduction gear are standard options of the manufacturer (made of aluminium).
◎ Standard motor is a 3-phase 200/220V4P fully sealed outside fan outdoor type.

Model
LZB22
-CB5

Maximum output MAX
Torque

MAX
RPM

MAX air 
consumption

Agitation shaft 3-blade propeller Weight 
approx.Shaft length Diameter Diameter

kW hp N・m rpm ℓ/min mm mm mm kg

A
0.25

0.34       3 825

320 600 10 140 5.5B 0.34       4.8 520

C 0.24 0.32       8.6 270

Model
LZB33
-B2.5

Maximum output MAX
Torque

MAX
RPM

MAX air 
consumption

Agitation shaft 3-blade propeller Weight 
approx.Shaft length Diameter Diameter

kW hp N・m rpm ℓ/min mm mm mm kg

A
0.39 0.52

     6.5 580

500 1000 15 200 10
B      8 470

C
0.38 0.51

   15.75 230

D    35 103

LZB22-CB5　Oil-less air motor agitator

LZB33-B2.5　Oil-less air motor agitator

Air motor agitator

Material: Shaft (SUS304), blade (SUS316)

Material: Shaft (SUS304), blade (SUS316)
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Agitator SD (standing type)

Magnet agitator

・  Agitation can be carried out in a sealed or 
pressurized container.

・ Ferrule connection can be attached and detached 
easily.

Agitator SD [standing type]

  MAG-NEO®　Seal mixer　RC type
Equipped with a drive unit at the top of the tank, agitation can be carried out with the tank fully sealed.
Ideal for agitation which requires a high level of sanitation and cleanliness e.g. pharmaceutical, cosmetics, bio, 
semiconductor, food-related and other industries.

■ Range of agitator mount

SD (standing type)

Agitation capability for sealed containers

The seal of the container is maintained without any penetrating shaft, so agitation can be 
carried out without being affected by the external environment. The environment inside the 
container will also never leak outside. As a result, the sanitation level inside the container 
can be maintained without any leaks in both pressurized and vacuum environments.

It can also be used for highly corrosive contents and in an explosion-proof environment 
based on the Fire Services Act. Agitators with PFA coating on areas in contact with 
liquids and gases and agitators that use explosion-proof motors and air motors are 
also available.

■ Clean and stable agitation with magnetic coupling

As the magnetic coupling uses a powerful magnet, extra 
care is required while handling.
⃝  Be sure to read the instructions on the handling of the device to use it correctly.
⃝  Refer to the following together with the instruction manual for precautions to be 

taken when using magnets.
　"Precautions/Guidelines on the Use of Permanent Magnets"
　EMAJ-R005 Japan Electronics and Information Technology Industries 

Association

Examples of warning and precaution

 ● Seek medical advice if you are wearing any electronic medical devices 
such as a pacemaker etc. before using this unit.

 ●  Do not place floppy disks, magnetic cards, prepaid cards, 
tickets, etc. near permanent magnets.

 ●  When the magnetic actuation unit and parts for storing 
the magnet are removed, the magnet will fly out with great 
momentum like a bullet depending on the combination of 
magnets used. Never disassemble the magnetic parts as it is 
very dangerous.

 ●  Be careful not to crush your fingers etc. between the actuating 
magnet and actuated magnet during handling.

 ●  Do not bring the actuating magnet and actuated magnet near 
iron objects as you may get injured by tools etc.

*MAG-NEO is a registered trademark of MAG-NEO. (Registration No. 4265849)
*The MAG-NEO seal mixer uses a patented magnetic coupling.
*Unauthorized production, copying and duplication of this catalog is prohibited.
*The information listed here has been reproduced with the consent of MAG-NEO.

Clockwise 
rotation viewed 
from the top

Electrical parts

Sealing area (partition)

Drive motor

Bearing

Magnetic
coupling

Bearing
housing

Ferrule

Agitator shaft, blades

Foreign matter 
receptacle
(can be disassembled for 
manual washing)

Sterilization steam passage

Foreign matter receptacle 
(auto rinse type)

Separation of liquid 
and steam
10A port

8A port

No cover
Bearing

Sealing area (partition)

Detergent
Sterilization steam

Details of the port for detergent, 
steam sterilization

Warning 

Cautions 
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Electric motor agitator

Air motor agitator

Safe, explosion-proof structure because it is run by an air motor.
Rotation speed and torque are controlled by adjusting the air pressure and opening/closing the valve.

・Coupling section is protected by a safety cover in all models.
・Models shown in the photos are all Type E (optional) with a shaft that can be removed from below the cover.

*Maximum torque of KX125, KX145 is at 240rpm while the minimum torque is at 18rpm.
*Maximum torque of KX-395P is at approx. 0rpm while the minimum torque is at 173rpm.
*Torque of KX399R is constant regardless of the rpm.
*Maximum and minimum rotation speeds are motor specifications. Actual speed differs depending on the viscosity of the material etc.

・Coupling section is protected by a safety cover in all models.
・KY-110 shown in the photo is a standard type while the KY-215 and KY-330 are Type E (optional) in which the shaft can be removed from below the cover.

* Be sure to use a lubricator if you are using an air motor unit.
* Maximum torque is the value at the maximum rpm.
*Maximum and minimum rotation speeds are motor specifications. Actual speed differs depending on the viscosity of the material etc.

Model KX-125 KX-145 KX-395P KX-399R

Shaft φ12 φ12 φ12 φ12

Output power 25W 40W 90W 90W

Torque (N∙m) 0.18 - 0.65 0.22 - 1.10 2.84 - 12.25 3.30 (constant)

Maximum rotation speed (rpm) 280 280 173 222

Minimum rotation speed (rpm) 18 18 0 11

Speed control Included

Standard agitation blades Two 2-bladed units or one 4-bladed unit L=90,100,120,150mm

Power supply AC100V (50Hz/60Hz)

Model KY-110 KY-215 KY-330

Maximum operating air pressure 0.6 MPa 0.6 MPa 0.6 MPa

Maximum power 73.5W 125W 228W

Maximum torque (N∙m) 0.637 1.37 2.94

Maximum rotation speed (rpm) 1,100rpm (variable) 900rpm (variable) 750rpm (variable)

Minimum working speed (rpm) About 220rpm About 180rpm About 150rpm

Air consumption (at maximum torque) 200 liters/min 260 liters/min 400 liters/min

Shaft φ12×300mm or less φ12×400mm or less φ12×500mm or less

Blades Two 2-bladed units or one 4-bladed unit L=90,100,120,150mm

KX-125

KY-110 KY-215 KY-330

KX-145 KX-399RKX-395P
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Agitator SD (standing type)

Electric motor agitator

Air motor agitator

Stirs the liquid using blade-free centrifugal force.
Allows the liquid to be stirred without drawing in air.
Precise and uniform agitation can be achieved.
Excellent drainage and cleaning functions.

Agitation capabilty for sealed containers.
Can be mounted with a ferrule.
Can also be used under pressurized or depressurized conditions.
Capable of stirring low- to high-viscosity liquids.
Controller is a standard feature and the rotation speed can be adjusted.

Agitation capability for sealed containers.
Can be used in explosion-proof areas.
All stainless steel and sanitary.
No splashing of oil as it can be run without oiling
Can also be used under pressurized or depressurized conditions.
Capable of stirring low- to high-viscosity liquids.

Agitation capability for sealed containers

■ Centrifugal agitating bar E-REVO φ99 ■ Agitation unit (P27)

(Patent No. 6169207)

Model Shaft Power Torque Maximum 
rotation speed

Minimum 
rotation speed Standard agitation bar Power supply

φ W N･m rpm rpm

NTME-E99 15 200 2.2 - 2.9 800 16 E-REVO φ99 AC100V

Model Shaft Supply  
pressure

Maximum 
torque

Maximum 
rotation speed

Air  
consumption

Standard 
agitation bar

φ MPa N･m rpm L / min

NTMA-E99 15 0.6 2.7 700 378 E-REVO φ99

Operating pressure (room temperature): F.V - 0.18MPa

Operating pressure (room temperature): F.V - 0.18MPa
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■Installation example

Agitator BO (bottom type)

 ・  Equipped with a drive unit below the container, agitation 
can be carried out in sealed containers.

・  Ideal for agitation to prevent sedimentation.

BO [bottom type]

Ideal for agitation which 
requires a high level of 
sanitation and cleanliness 
e.g. pharmaceutical, 
cosmetics, bio, 
semiconductor, food-related 
and other industries.
Simple structure with no 
complex sealing structures 
or penetrating shaft in the 
sealing areas between the 
tank and agitator shaft.

Magnet agitator

MAG-NEO® seal mixer　RBnt type

■ Range of agitator mount

BO (bottom type)

Stirs sealed tanks to prevent sedimentation

As the magnetic coupling uses a powerful magnet, extra 
care is required while handling.

●  Be sure to read the instructions on the handling of the device to use it correctly.

●  Refer to the following together with the instruction manual for precautions to be 
taken when using magnets. 
"Precautions/Guidelines on the Use of Permanent Magnets" 
EMAJ-R005 Japan Electronics and Information Technology Industries 
Association 

Examples of warning and precaution

 ● Seek medical advice if you are wearing any electronic medical devices 
such as a pacemaker etc. before using this unit.

 ● Do not place floppy disks, magnetic cards, prepaid cards, tickets, etc. 
near permanent magnets.

 ● When the magnetic actuation unit and parts for storing the magnet 
are removed, the magnet will fly out with great momentum like a bullet 
depending on the combination of magnets used. Never disassemble 
the magnetic parts as it is very dangerous.

 ● Be careful not to crush your fingers etc. between the actuating magnet 
and actuated magnet during handling.

 ● Do not bring the actuating magnet and actuated magnet near iron 
objects as you may get injured by tools etc.

*MAG-NEO is a registered trademark of MAG-NEO. (Registration No. 4265849)
*The MAG-NEO seal mixer uses a patented magnetic coupling.
*Unauthorized production, copying and duplication of this catalog is prohibited.
*The information listed here has been reproduced with the consent of MAG-NEO.

Rotor blade

Magnetic coupling

Ferrule connection

Motor cover

Detachable drive unit

Warning 

Cautions 
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Details are given from Page 16 onwards. Details are given from Page 19 onwards.

Pressurized container units

What is pressure feeding?
A method to transfer and push out a 
liquid in a container by pumping a gas 
into it.

It is useful in the following cases:
• When handling highly viscous liquids
•  When handling liquids which you do not 
want to expose to the air.

■ Set contents

Pressurized container body Parts required for pressure feeding

“We have been looking for a device for pressure feeding but we do not know what parts are required…”
“We would like to assemble a unit with the minimum amount of accessories required…”
A basic pressure feeding set recommended by Nitto Kinzoku is available for such customers.

Pressurized container unit
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Pressurized containers with pump and pressure units

Featuring a lightweight cover and clamp band 
compared to other pressurized containers 

Features

● Pressurized container required for liquid feeding is offered as a set together with the accessories.

● Compared to other pressurized containers, the cover and clamp band are easier to handle as they 
are smaller and lighter.

● PCN-UT/PCN-J-UT are for discharge from the top while PCN-L-UT/PCN-J-L-UT are for discharge 
from the bottom and both are capable of pressure feeding.

● PCN-J-UT/PCN-J-L-UT are equipped with a jacket for heating or cooling the contents.

● Can be custom-made to suit the application and changes in dimensions and material.

■ Accessories

Pressurized container with pump unit  
[PCN-UT]

Attached accessories

・Liquid feeding port

・Pressurization port

・Pressure gauge

・Safety valve

Material: SUS304 
Clamp band: SCS13
Gasket: Silicone rubber 
(Alternative option: Fluororubber)
Opening: 4S ferrule
● Surface treatment:  
 Inner and outer surface buffing 

Capacity: 1L, 3L, 5L, 10L, 20L, 30L, 40L, 50L 
Operating pressure (room temperature) 

1L - 30L: 0 - 0.4MPa　40L, 50L: 0 - 0.18MPa  

Pressurized container with legs and  
pressure unit [PCN-L-UT]

Attached accessories

・Pressurization port

・Pressure gauge

・Safety valve

・Manual 2-way ball valve

Material: SUS304 
Clamp band: SCS13
Gasket: Silicone rubber 
(Alternative option: Fluororubber)
Castor: SUS + urethane wheels
(of which 2 are attached with a stopper) 
Opening: 4S ferrule 
● Surface treatment: Inner and outer  
 surface buffing

Capacity: 10L, 20L, 30L, 40L, 50L 
Operating pressure (room temperature) 

10L - 30L: 0 - 0.4MPa　40L, 50L: 0 - 0.18MPa  

Jacket type pressurized container with 
pump unit [PCN-J-UT]

Attached accessories

・Liquid feeding port

・Pressurization port

・Pressure gauge

・Safety valve

Material: SUS304 
Clamp band: SCS13
Gasket: Silicone rubber 
(Alternative option: Fluororubber)
Jacket nozzle: 1S ferrule 
Opening: 4S ferrule 
● Surface treatment:  
 Inner and outer surface buffing

Capacity: 5L, 10L, 20L, 30L, 40L, 50L 
Operating pressure (room temperature)  
 Body 5L - 30L: 0 - 0.4MPa　40L, 50L: 0 - 0.18MPa
 Jacket 0 - 0.18MPa

Jacket type pressurized container with 
legs and pressure unit [PCN-J-L-UT]

Attached accessories

・Pressurization port

・Pressure gauge

・Safety valve

・Manual 2-way ball valve

Capacity: 5L, 10L, 20L, 30L, 40L, 50L
Operating pressure (room temperature)
 Body 5L - 30L: 0 - 0.4MPa　40L, 50L: 0 - 0.18MPa
 Jacket 0 - 0.18MPa

1L 3L - 

Material: SUS304 
Clamp band: SCS13
Gasket: Silicone rubber 
(Alternative option: Fluororubber)
Castor: SUS + urethane wheels
(of which 2 are attached with a stopper) 
Jacket nozzle: 1S ferrule 
Opening: 4S ferrule 
● Surface treatment: Inner and outer  
 surface buffing
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Flange open type pressurized container  
with pump unit [PCN-O-UT]

Attached accessories

・Liquid feeding port

・Pressurization port

・Pressure gauge

・Safety valve

・Sight glass

Material: SUS304 
Clamp band: SCS13
O-ring, gasket: Silicone rubber 
(Alternative option: Fluororubber)
●  Surface treatment: Inner and outer 

surface buffing

Capacity: 10L, 20L, 30L, 40L, 50L, 80L, 100L, 150L, 200L 
Operating pressure (room temperature) 0 - 0.18MPa 

Flange open type pressurized container  
with legs and pressure unit [PCN-O-L-UT] 

Attached accessories

・Pressurization port

・Pressure gauge

・Safety valve

・Manual 2-way ball valve

・Sight glass

Material: SUS304 
Clamp band: SCS13
O-ring, gasket: Silicone rubber  
(Alternative option: Fluororubber)
Castor: SUS + urethane wheels
(of which 2 are attached with a stopper)
●  Surface treatment: Inner and outer 

surface buffing

Capacity: 20L, 30L, 40L, 50L, 80L, 100L, 150L, 200L 
Operating pressure (room temperature) 0 - 0.18MPa 

Jacket type, flange open type pressurized 
container with pump unit [PCN-O-J-UT] 

Attached accessories

・Liquid feeding port

・Pressurization port

・Pressure gauge

・Safety valve

・Sight glass

Material: SUS304 
Clamp band: SCS13
O-ring, gasket: Silicone rubber
(Alternative option: Fluororubber)
Jacket nozzle: 1S ferrule 
●  Surface treatment: Inner and outer  

surface buffing

Capacity: 20L, 30L, 40L, 50L, 80L, 100L, 150L, 200L 
Operating pressure (room temperature) Body 0 - 0.18MPa
 Jacket 20L - 100L: 0 - 0.18MPa 　
  150L: 0 - 0.12MPa　
  200L: 0 - 0.09MPa  

Jacket type, flange open type pressurized 
container with legs and pressure unit  
[PCN-O-J-L-UT] 

Attached accessories

・Pressurization port

・Pressure gauge

・Safety valve

・Manual 2-way ball valve

・Sight glass

Material: SUS304 
Clamp band: SCS13
O-ring, gasket: Silicone rubber  
(Alternative option: Fluororubber)
Castor: SUS + urethane wheels
(of which 2 are attached with a stopper) 
Jacket nozzle: 1S ferrule 
●  Surface treatment: Inner and outer 

surface buffing

Capacity: 20L, 30L, 40L, 50L, 80L, 100L, 150L, 200L 
Operating pressure (room temperature) Body 0 - 0.18MPa 
 Jacket 20L - 100L: 0 - 0.18MPa 
  150L: 0 - 0.12MPa
  200L: 0 - 0.09MPa 

Flange open type pressurized containers with pump and pressure units

Swing bolt type keeps bolts secure when opening or 
closing the cover.

Features

● Pressurized container required for liquid feeding is offered as a set together with the accessories.

● Swing bolt type in which the container internal diameter is the same as the opening, makes 
cleaning easy and ensures that parts do not fall off when opening and closing the cover.

● PCN-O-UT/PCN-O-J-UT are for discharge from the top while PCN-O-L-UT/PCN-O-J-L-UT 
are for discharge from the bottom and both are capable of pressure feeding.

● PCN-O-J-UT/PCN-O-J-L-UT are equipped with a jacket for heating or cooling the contents.

● Can be custom-made to suit the application and changes in dimensions and material.

■ Optional parts

A hinge with spring can also 
be attached 
which enables 
easy operation 
of the cover.
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Ferrule open type pressurized container  
with pump unit [PCN-F-UT] 

Attached accessories

・Liquid feeding port

・Pressurization port

・Pressure gauge

・Safety valve

・Sight glass (30L or more)

Material: SUS304 
Clamp band: SCS13
O-ring, gasket: Silicone rubber 
(Alternative option: Fluororubber)
●  Surface treatment: Inner and outer 

surface buffing

Capacity: 10L, 20L, 30L, 40L, 50L, 80L 
Operating pressure (room temperature) 0 - 0.18MPa 

Ferrule open type pressurized container  
with legs and pressure unit [PCN-F-L-UT]

Attached accessories

・Pressurization port

・Pressure gauge

・Safety valve

・Manual 2-way ball valve

・Sight glass (30L or more)

Material: SUS304 
Clamp band: SCS13
O-ring, gasket: Silicone rubber  
(Alternative option: Fluororubber)
Castor: SUS + urethane
●  Surface treatment: Inner and outer 

surface buffing

Capacity: 10L, 20L, 30L, 40L, 50L, 80L 
Operating pressure (room temperature) 0 - 0.18MPa 

Jacket type, ferrule open type pressurized 
container with pump unit [PCN-F-J-UT] 

Attached accessories

・Liquid feeding port

・Pressurization port

・Pressure gauge

・Safety valve

・Sight glass (30L or more)

Material: SUS304 
Clamp band: SCS13
O-ring, gasket: Silicone rubber  
(Alternative option: Fluororubber)
Jacket nozzle: 1S ferrule 
●  Surface treatment: Inner and outer 

surface buffing

Capacity: 10L, 20L, 30L, 40L, 50L, 80L 
Operating pressure (room temperature) Body 0 - 0.18MPa
Jacket 0 - 0.18MPa

Jacket type, ferrule open type pressurized 
container with legs and pressure unit
[PCN-F-J-L-UT] 

Attached accessories

・Pressurization port

・Pressure gauge

・Safety valve

・Manual 2-way ball valve

・Sight glass (30L or more)

Material: SUS304 
Clamp band: SCS13
O-ring, gasket: Silicone rubber  
(Alternative option: Fluororubber)
Castor: SUS + urethane wheels
(of which 2 are attached with a stopper) 
Jacket nozzle: 1S ferrule 
●  Surface treatment: Inner and outer 

surface buffing

Capacity: 10L, 20L, 30L, 40L, 50L, 80L 
Operating pressure (room temperature) Body 0 - 0.18MPa
Jacket 0 - 0.18MPa

Ferrule open type pressurized containers with pump and pressure units

Sanitary and easy to clean

Features

● Pressurized container required for liquid feeding is offered as a set together with the accessories.

● Container internal diameter is the same as the opening, and container is easy to clean 
and sanitary due to the all round welding of the handle as well.

● PCN-F-UT/PCN-F-J-UT are for discharge from the top while PCN-F-L-UT/PCN-F-J-L-UT are 
for discharge from the bottom and both are capable of pressure feeding.

● PCN-F-J-UT/PCN-F-J-L-UT are equipped with a jacket for heating or cooling the contents.

● Can be custom-made to suit the application and changes in dimensions and material.

■ Round bar handle (sanitary type)

Full circumference welding
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Accessories (for pressurized containers)

Cover unit for pressurized container.
・   Pressurization port, liquid feeding 

port, safety valve and pressure 
gauge come as a set.

Joint for feeding liquid pushed out 
under pressure.

Joint for supplying air etc. to the 
container.

Liquid feeding unit [LP-1]

Required for using the pressurized 
containers safely.

Pressure indication is easy to read and 
handling is also simple. Compact unit with an integrated 

pressurization port, safety valve and 
pressure gauge.

Safety valve [S-1] Pressure gauge [PV-P] Pressurization port, safety valve, 
pressure gauge [PPS-P]

Liquid feeding port [L-1] Pressurization port [P-1]

Specifications

① Safety valve SD132S: SUS304/SCS13A
② Socket type joint 1S-1/4: SUS304

Specifications

① Pressure gauge: Key parts SUS
② Socket type joint 1S-1/4: SUS304

Specifications

① Hose port φ8: SUS304
② Safety valve SD132S: SUS304/SCS13A
③ Pressure gauge: Key parts SUS
④ PPS joint 2S: SUS303

Specifications

① Liquid feeding port φ8: SUS304
② Pressurization port φ8: SUS304
③ Safety valve SD132S: SUS304/SCS13A
④ Pressure gauge: Key parts SUS
⑤ Cap ferrule 4S: SUS304

Specifications

① Hose port φ8: SUS304
② Ball valve 1/4: SCS14
③ Pipe φ10: SUS304
④ Socket type joint 1S-1/4: SUS304
⑤ Half union: SUS316

Specifications

① Hose port φ8: SUS304
② Ball valve 1/4: SCS14
③ Socket type joint 1S-1/4: SUS304
④ Hexagonal nipple: SUS304

⑤

③

④②

①

②

①

①

②

③④

① ②

⑤
③

④

①

②
①

②

③

④

Attached to the cover when pouring liquid into the container.
Liquid is poured gently down the side of the container.
Prevents the liquid from foaming and splashing.

Inlet pipe

Model Ferrule ① Ferrule ② Guide tube Height

Size Size D H2

E10A 10A 1.5S 14 38

E1S 1S 2S 23 38

For other sizes, please consult us separately.　Unit of length is mm.

Specifications

● Material: SUS304/SUS316L
● Surface treatment: Buffing

・  Straight shapes can also be produced.
・  Electrolytic polishing and fluoropolymer 

coating are available as options.
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Application examples (valve, sight glass, light, pressurized containers)

Application examples: valves

Application examples: sight glass Application examples:  
flashlight

Application examples: pressurized container accessories

PCN-30 
・Liquid feeding unit [LP-1]

Safety valve [S-1]

Inlet pipe

PCN-O-30
・Liquid feeding port [L-1]
・Pressurization port [P-1]
・Safety valve [S-1]
・Pressure gauge [PV-P]

PCN-F-L-30
・Pressurization port [P-1]
・Safety valve [S-1]
・Pressure gauge [PV-P]
・Sight glass [NM]

■ Pocket-less ball valve ■ Manual 2-way ball valve ■ Tank bottom valve

■ Sight glass ■ Sight glass with wiper ■ Flashlight (case type)

Sight glass [for viewing]

Sight glass [for skylight]

Bowl 
container

Pocket-less ball valve Slant bottom type general-purpose 
container (with valve)

[KTT-ST-BV]

・  Application examples, installation 
examples, manufacturing examples  
and other examples are published on 
the company's website.

Hopper type 
container
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Stainless steel container with pump unit

Ultra-compact! Portable agitation and transfer equipment

Features

● Integrated stainless steel container, agitator and transfer pump.

● After mixing the raw materials, the liquid mixture can be moved directly to the next process.

● Agitator and pump operations can be controlled from the control panel.

● Container and dolly are made of high-strength and rust-resistant SUS304.

■ Compact and multi-functional

■  Simple agitator and pump operation  

Agitation container and pump are combined on a 
stainless steel dolly.

Large-scale piping is unnecessary even if the next 
process is in another room.
After mixing the raw materials, the liquid mixture can be 
moved directly into the next process.

Agitator and pump can be turned ON/OFF from a 
single operation panel.

Equipment preparation is very easy because both 
devices can be run with a single power supply.

4 functions in a single…

Storage TransportAgitation Transfer

…Pump unit
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Ultra-compact! Portable agitation and transfer equipment

■ Portable pump unit that can be moved together with the control panel

■ Pump can be customized into a highly sanitary unit!

・ Motor, parts in contact with liquids and the bases are all made of stainless steel.

・ Surface of motor has little unevenness, which makes it easy to clean and 
strong against corrosion.

・ Condensation inside the motor, if any, can be discharged by itself.

・ Continuous operating temperature 100ºC, compatible with CIP cleaning.

All stainless steel sanitary pump

・ With a simple structure and few parts, maintenance can be carried out 
very quickly.

・ Can be assembled and disassembled easily by removing a single nut.

・ High durability as the pump is equipped with a thick PTFE diaphragm 
as a standard part.

・ With its simple structure, the pump is extremely easy to clean.

Sanitary, one-nut pump

To achieve greater mobility, the control panel of 
the pump unit is mounted on a dolly.
The pump and agitator can be operated anywhere 
as along as a power supply is available.

Mixing raw materials in the raw 
material manufacturing room. 

Liquid mixture is 
transferred to a huge 
tank in the preparation 
room with the pump.

1. Pump power　2. Pump type　3. Agitator power　4. Container model　　Check out our website for details

Model example: PU-ES-E-DTM-43
1 2 3 4
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Stainless steel container with heating unit

Features

● Heater is attached to the jacket, allowing liquids to be heated up with this one single unit.

● As it is equipped with a function to prevent heating in an empty state, the heater stops when the water level inside the 
jacket decreases.

● Comes with a level gauge for checking the water level inside the jacket.

● Thermometer and heater are linked, allowing the temperature of the liquid mixture to be adjusted.

● Agitator can be mounted on the container to ensure the liquid contents are heated uniformly.

Illustration of 
jacket interior

■ Heats to your required temperature

To regulate the temperature of the liquid stored in the 
container, the thermometer installed in the inner tank 
is linked to the heater.

Temperature control is easy as the heater will heat the 
contents until the set temperature is reached.

■ Fast heating at a high power

Water inside the jacket is heated directly by a heater.
As it also comes with a mounting seat for the agitator, 
heating and stirring can be carried out in a compact 
area with this one unit.

Jacket can be heated immediately taking up less 
space than a typical chiller.

■  Function to prevent the heater from  
heating an empty container
When the heater is directly in contact with the 
jacket tank containing the water, the situation will 
be very dangerous if the heater is exposed due 
to vaporization of the water and the container is 
heated up in an empty state.

This heater unit is equipped with a function to stop 
the heating automatically when the water level in the 
unit goes down to prevent the container from being 
heated in an empty state.

The water level inside the jacket can also be 
checked at all times as a level gauge is attached 
to the side of the jacket.

Jacket side, level gaugeContainer rear, heater connections

High power yet low in cost! Container with heater that  
can quickly heat contents
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■ Differences from a chiller (constant temperature water circulation device)

■          Container size

① Equipment is compact

② Low price

③ Jacket can be warmed up immediately

As the heater is installed directly in the container,  
the equipment is compact and does not take up  
much space.
The equipment is easy to move as all the devices are 
mounted on the container.

Compared to a heater, a chiller having both heating  
and cooling functions is more expensive. If only heating 
with a jacket is required, a heater is markedly less 
expensive.

Compared to a chiller, a heater has a higher output 
and is able to raise the temperature of the water in the 
jacket tank immediately. 

The model is indicated by applying the following symbols at the respective positions. Contact us with this model number when you make 
an inquiry.

Model example: HU-E-KTTK-J-L-43
1 2

Model

2

■          Agitator driving method

For electric power → E
For pneumatic power → A

Agitator not required      →   None (blank)

11
Select your preferred container by the power source of the agitator.

Choose a number corresponding to the size of the container 
from the table below. Container features

Slant bottom type jacket container with agitator mount
[KTTK-J-L]
● Bottom is slanted, allowing stirred liquids to be 

discharged smoothly.
● Container can be moved around with the agitator 

mounted to it.
　Comes with a stand for the agitator.
● A split cover is attached that lets you check the pouring 

and mixing conditions of the liquids easily.

Size Capacity Size Capacity

　 Unit: L 　 Unit: L

        43        65       565 150

        47        80       565H 200

        47H      100       635 300
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Stainless steel container with inversion function

Features

● An inversion function is added so that heavy containers can be easily inverted and cleaned.

● Container can be tilted to any angle simply by turning the handle.

● No need for an extra stand! Equipped with an agitator mount with a lifting/lowering function.

● Container is made of rust-resistant SUS304.

■ Easily inverted using a wheel

■  Agitator mount with lifting/ 
lowering function

■ We produce large capacity containers

"We have a hard time cleaning heavy stainless steel 
containers…"
For those facing such a problem, we have the perfect 
solution for you.

A stainless steel container with inversion function can 
be tilted to any angle simply by turning the wheel.

Mounting seat for the agitator can be raised  
or lowered.

By raising the agitator mount to extract the 
agitator, you can clean the container without 
removing the agitator each time. 

Heavy agitators can also be raised and lowered 
easily with the handle.

Available size 150L - 500L
Container shape and surface treatment can be 
customized according to your preferences.

Let us know your required specifications.

Resolving the issue of “large capacity containers being 
heavy and hard to clean…”!
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■           Container model

The model is indicated by applying the following symbols at the respective positions. Contact us with this model number when you make 
an inquiry.

Model example: RU-E-DT-CTH-565
1 2

Model

2
There are 3 types of stainless steel container. Each has a characteristic bottom shape.
Choose a model that suits your preferred shape and size.

KTT: Slant bottom type
Bottom of container is 
slanted, which is ideal for 
discharging liquids.

HT: Hopper type
Bottom of container has a 
funnel shape
Discharge efficiency is  
very good.

DT: Bowl type
Bottom of container is shaped 
like a bowl, increasing mixing 
efficiency.

Model Capacity Model Capacity

　 Unit: L 　 Unit: L

  KTT-CTH-565 150   KTT-CTH-77 400

  KTT-CTH-635S 200   KTT-CTH-100 500

  KTT-CTH-77S 300

Model Capacity Model Capacity

　 Unit: L 　 Unit: L

  HT-CTH-565 150  HT-CTH-100 400

  HT-CTH-635 200  HT-CTH-100H 500

  HT-CTH-77 300

Model Capacity Model Capacity

　 Unit: L 　 Unit: L

  DT-CTH-565 150  DT-CTH-100 400

  DT-CTH-635 200  DT-CTH-100H 500

  DT-CTH-77 300

■           Agitator driving method

For electric power → E
For pneumatic power → A

11
Select your preferred container by the power source of the agitator.

1       should remain blank, if you do not need an agitator.
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Slant bottom type stainless steel container with agitation unit

The stainless steel container, agitator and valve come 
as a set.

Model example: KU-E-KTT-CTH-43
1 2

Container model2

Model Capacity Model Capacity Model Capacity

　 Unit: L 　 Unit: L 　 Unit: L

KTT-CTH-36 35  KTT-CTH-47     80 KTT-CTH-565H 200

KTT-CTH-39 45  KTT-CTH-47H   100

KTT-CTH-43 65  KTT-CTH-565   150

For electric power → E
For pneumatic power → A

Agitator driving method1
Select your preferred container by the power 
source of the agitator.

Choose a number corresponding to the size of the container from the table below.

■  Centrifugal stirrer 
E-REVO φ99

Stirs the liquid using centrifugal force 
without the use of blades. Allows the 
liquid to be stirred without drawing in 
air. Capable of stirring low- to high-
viscosity liquids.

Agitation and discharge of liquids is possible with this one set.
Agitator and valve are ferrule connections, making disassembly and cleaning easy.
Comes with a standard centrifugal stirrer E-REVO capable of stirring low- to high-viscosity liquids.

Slant bottom type stainless steel container agitation unit

■ Slant bottom type container

Storage, discharge container with a slanted 
bottom plate.
As the bottom plate is slanted in the direction of 
discharge, the liquid can be fully drained.

Slanted bottom

Flow direction

■ LPS valve
Diaphragm valve with excellent 
chemical resistance. As the inside 
is straight, the channel resistance 
is small, making it hard for liquids 
to remain. Can be assembled 
and disassembled with the pipe 
remaining connected to the body.

(P.13)
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Slant bottom type stainless steel container with bottom agitation unit

Stainless steel container converts to an agitation 
container without additional remodeling!

Model example: BKU-KTT-CTH-43
1

Model Capacity Model Capacity Model Capacity

　 Unit: L 　 Unit: L 　 Unit: L

KTT-CTH-30 20 KTT-CTH-39 45  KTT-CTH-47H 100

KTT-CTH-33 25 KTT-CTH-43 65  KTT-CTH-565 150

KTT-CTH-36 35 KTT-CTH-47 80  KTT-CTH-565H 200

Container model1
Choose a number corresponding to the size of the container from the table below.

Stainless steel container, magnet agitator and special stand come as a set.
This set can be combined with the stainless steel container that you are using without additional remodeling 
as mixing is carried out with an immersion agitator.

Slant bottom type stainless steel container with bottom agitation unit

■ MAG-NEO®

Seal mixer RBh type

Equipped with immersion-type 
rotating blades, this mixer can 
be installed without modifying 
the container.

■ Slant bottom type container
Storage, discharge container with 
a slanted bottom plate. Sealed 
container that can be sealed easily 
with clips. As the bottom plate is 
slanted in the discharge direction, the 
liquid can be fully discharged. Gasket 
is made of silicone rubber compliant 
with the Japanese Food Hygiene Law.

Slanted bottom

Flow direction

■  Special stand with a jack

Stand with a special jack that can be 
used to adjust the height of the MAG-
NEO® seal mixer RBh type. Size can be 
adapted to your specifications.
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Sight glass to be attached to the ferrule.
Handling is simple, can be disassembled for cleaning.

Sight glass to be attached to the ferrule.
Attached with a wiper to clean fogging and stains.

Cordless LED light attached to the sight glass [NM].
Light comes with a case to protect it from corrosive solutions 
and stains.

Cordless LED light attached to the sight glass [NM].
Illumination angle can be adjusted.

Sight glass [NM]

Sight glass with wiper [NMW]

Flashlight (case type) [LC]

Flashlight (arm type) [LA]

Ferrule gasket and clamp band for connection are sold separately.　Unit of length is mm.

Ferrule gasket and clamp band for connection are sold separately.　Unit of length is mm.

Model Ferrule Visible range Maximum  
pressure

Size D MPa

NM-1.5S 1.5S 27 0.18

NM-2S 2S 41 0.18

NM-3S 3S 65 0.18

NM-4S 4S 90 0.16

Model Ferrule Visible range Wiper shaft 
diameter

Blade 
diameter

Maximum 
pressure

Size D A B MPa

NMW-3S 3S 65 28 62 0.18

NMW-4S 4S 90 28 85 0.16

Specifications

Window frame: SUS304
Flat gasket: Silicone rubber
Window: Heat-resistant reinforced glass

Specifications

Window frame: SUS304
Flat gasket: Silicone rubber
Window: Heat-resistant reinforced glass

Wiper (parts exposed to liquid): SUS316L
Wiper (other parts): SUS304
Wiper blade: PTFE
Shaft O-ring: Fluororubber (FKM)

Accessories (sight glass, flashlight)

φD

*Set of LED light, case and clamp band. Sight glass is sold separately.

*Set of LED light, arm and clamp band. Sight glass is sold separately.

t2

t1.5

φ30

(9
7.

5)

(φ43)

(49)

Knurling

15

15

45
(9
2)

22

(48)

φD

φA
φB

Specifications

Case material: SUS304
Case gasket: Silicone rubber
Case spacer: PTFE
Clamp band:  SCS13 

(with hex nuts)

Specifications

Arm material: SUS304
Clamp band:  SCS13 

 (with hex nuts)

LED light specifications

Material: aluminum
● Drip-proof specifications
● AA dry cell 1 piece

LED light specifications

Material: aluminum
●  Drip-proof 

specifications
● AA dry cell 1 piece

Sight glass Ferrule Visible range  
diameter

Applicable models Size mm

NM-1.5S 1.5S 27

NM-2S 2S 41

NM-3S 3S 65

NM-4S 4S 90

Sight glass Ferrule Visible range  
diameter

Applicable models Size mm

NM-1.5S 1.5S 27

NM-2S 2S 41

NM-3S 3S 65

NM-4S 4S 90

*  Specifications of case and 
light are subject to changes.

*  Specifications of arm and 
light are subject to changes.

■ Applicable sight glass [NM]

■ Applicable sight glass [NM]
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Stainless steel sight glass stays secure when removing  
the window from the ferrule.  

Sight glass with a window that stays secure when it is removed from the ferrule.
Comes with a wiper to ensure visibility even if the window is fogged up by vapor or splashing contents.

Comes with a stainless steel case to protect the light 
from splashing solutions and contents that are corrosive.

Illumination angle of light can be adjusted to direct 
the light on the position you want to see.

Sight glass (integrated type) [NMB]

Sight glass with wiper (integrated type) [NMBW]

Sight glass (integrated type) with light and case [NMB-LC]

Sight glass (integrated type) with light and arm [NMB-LA]

Ferrule gasket and clamp band for connection are sold separately.　Unit of length is mm.

Ferrule gasket and clamp band for connection are sold separately.　Unit of length is mm.

Ferrule gasket and clamp band for connection are sold separately.　Unit of length is mm.

Ferrule gasket and clamp band for connection are sold separately.　Unit of length is mm.

Model Ferrule Visible range Maximum pressure

Size D MPa

NMB-1.5S 1.5S 27 0.18

NMB-2S 2S 41 0.18

NMB-3S 3S 65 0.18

NMB-4S 4S 90 0.16

Model Ferrule Visible range External 
diameter

Overall  
height

Maximum 
pressure

Size D D1 H2 MPa

NMBW-3S 3S 65 98 131 0.18

NMBW-4S 4S 90 126 131 0.16

Model Ferrule Visible  
range

Overall  
width

Overall 
height

Maximum 
pressure

Size D W H MPa

 NMB-LC-1.5S 1.5S 27     64 134 0.18

 NMB-LC-2S 2S 41     75 134 0.18

 NMB-LC-3S 3S 65   100 134 0.18

 NMB-LC-4S 4S 90   128 134 0.16

Model Ferrule Visible  
range

Overall  
width

Overall 
height

Maximum 
pressure

Size D W H MPa

 NMB-LA-1.5S 1.5S 27      62 127 0.18

 NMB-LA-2S 2S 41      75 127 0.18

 NMB-LA-3S 3S 65    100 127 0.18

 NMB-LA-4S 4S 90    128 127 0.16

Accessories (integrated sight glass)

Glass stays secure when removing the window from the 
ferrule for safety

φD1

φD2

H

φD2

H
1

H
2

W

H

W

H

Specifications

Body (window frame bottom): SUS316L
Cover (window frame top), bolt, washer: SUS304
Flat gasket: Silicone rubber
Window: Heat-resistant reinforced glass

Specifications

Body (window frame bottom): SUS316L
Cover (window frame top), bolt, washer: SUS304
Flat gasket: Silicone rubber
Window: Heat-resistant reinforced glass
Wiper (parts exposed to liquid): SUS316L　Wiper (other parts): SUS304
Wiper blade: PTFE
Shaft O-ring: Fluororubber (FKM)

Specifications

Body (window frame bottom): SUS316L
Cover (window frame top), bolt, washer: 
SUS304
Flat gasket: Silicone rubber
Window: Heat-resistant reinforced glass
Case material: SUS304
Case gasket: Silicone rubber
Case spacer: PTFE

Specifications

Body (window frame bottom): SUS316L
Cover (window frame top), bolt, washer: 
SUS304
Light arm: SUS304
Flat gasket: Silicone rubber
Window: Heat-resistant reinforced glass

LED light specifications

Material: aluminum
● Drip-proof specifications
● AA dry cell 1 piece

*  Specifications of case and light are 
subject to changes.

LED light specifications

Material: aluminum
● Drip-proof specifications
● AA dry cell 1 piece

*  Specifications of arm and light are 
subject to changes.



Unit of length is mm.

Model Ferrule
Ferrule 
internal 

diameter
Length Width Height Height

Size D L A S H

BV-1S 1S 23 165 120 51 105

BV-1.5S 1.5S 35.7 165 125 57 111

BV-2S 2S 47.8 165 140 65 119

BV-2.5S 2.5S 59.5 165 155 79 135

BV-3S 3S 72.3 165 170 88 145
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Accessories (valves for fluids, powders and granules)

Manual 2-way ball valve [BV]

Unit of length is mm.

Unit of length is mm.

Model Ferrule Width
Ferrule 
internal 

diameter
Height Length

Size A B C D

 LPSL-1-7-PE-2K 1S 159 23 161 180

 LPSNL-1.5-7-PE-2K 1.5S 190 35.7 201 221

 LPSNL-2-7-PE-2K 2S 203 47.8 219 261

Model Ferrule
Ferrule 
internal 

diameter
Length Width Height

Size D L A H

 PBV-1S   1S   23 130 110 84

 PBV-1.5S   1.5S   35.7 150 140 98

 PBV-2S   2S   47.8 180 164 113

Ｌ

Ｓ

φ
Ｄ

Ａ

Ｈ

●Material: SUS316L

Ball valve for liquids in which the liquid will not accumulate inside the valve.
Can be disassembled and cleaned without any tools. Sanitation level is high.

Ball valve for fluids that can be disassembled for cleaning.

Diaphragm valve for fluids with excellent chemical resistance.
As the inside is straight, the channel resistance is small, making it hard for liquids to remain.
Lever type which can be opened or closed with a single touch.
Can be assembled and disassembled with the pipe remaining connected to the body.

Pocket-less ball valve [PBV]

LPS valve[LPSL/LPSNL]

Specifications

Material: SUS316L

Specifications

Material: SUS304 or SUS316L

Specifications

Material: SUS316L

L

φ
D

A

H
C

D

φ
B

A

Installation example



Model Ferrule
Ferrule  
internal 

diameter
Width Height Outlet internal 

diameter
Outlet external 

diameter

Size D Ｗ1×W2 H A B

SH-2S 2S 47.8 192×245 83  47.8 56.8

SH-3S 3S 72.3 200×250 83  72.3 82.3

SH-4S 4S 97.6 230×270 83  97.6 107.6

SH-100A 100A 108.3 260×280 97  109 121.4

SH-150A 150A 158.4 310×370 102  159 171.4

SH-200A 200A 208.3 360×470 102  209 221.4
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Accessories (valves for fluids, powders and granules)

Unit of length is mm.

Unit of length is mm.

*Gasket for connection is a flat gasket (sold separately)

Model Connection Internal 
diameter

Height 
when 

opened

Height 
when 
closed

Width

Size D H1 H2 W

   MFV-80A-F 125A    80 105 120 305

   MFV-100A-F 150A  100 105 125 330

   MFV-125A-F 81/2S  125 130 155 367

   MFV-150A-F 200A  150 135 170 382

   MFV-200A-F 250A  200 145 195 460

   MFV-250A-F 300A  250 165 230 512

   MFV-300A-F 400A  300 205 265 579

Model Ferrule Ferrule 
diameter Height Width Length

Ferrule D H1 H2 L

BFV-100A 100A 135    60 133 180

BFV-125A 125A 160    65 149 190

BFV-150A 150A 190    70 163 220

BFV-200A 200A 244    70 195 250

BFV-250A 250A 290    80 223 285

BFV-300A 300A 344  100 265 350

Shutter hole shape can be changed 
(semicircle, small diameter etc.)

Valve for powders only which can be disassembled 
and assembled easily.
Slides smoothly due to the PTFE gasket.
Easy removal because of the ferrule connection.
Equipped with a lock function to prevent opening and  
closing of the valve by mistake.

Manual iris valve for feeding and discharging powders and granules.
Welded parts are covered by cloth, so there is no gap that 
powders can enter.
There are no sliding parts or obstructions inside the passage,  
so that the material will not be damaged.

All stainless steel butterfly valve for powders.
Extremely sanitary, can be disassembled for cleaning without any tools.
Lightweight and easy to handle.

Shutter valve [SH]

Choke valve [MFV-F]

Butterfly valve [BFV]

*Compatibility needs to be verified for SH-100A - 200A sizes.　Unit of length is mm.

Specifications　　　　　    　　　　　　　
Material: SUS304
Gasket: PTFE
Plunger lock: SUS303
● Surface treatment: Inner and outer surface buffing
●  Operating condition: Atmospheric pressure  

(no pressurization adjustment)
● For powders only

Specifications　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
Material: SUS316L or aluminum + fluoropolymer treatment
Sleeve valve: Anti-static polyester
* 20° low pressure ferrule made by Osame Industries is used

Specifications　　　　　　　　
Material: SUS304 or SUS316L
Gasket: Silicone rubber

Slide shutter

Plunger lock

Ferrule

Short tube (with round bar)

H

W1×W2

With plunger lock

φB
φA

W
1

W2

φD

Plunger lock

*  Powder may leak if the 
valve is closed in the 
middle of the discharge.

*  Can also be produced with 
a double ferrule.

H2

H
1

φＤ

30°

L

H
1

H
2

W
φD

For tablets
[BFV-T]
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Mounting support jack

Mounting support jack [JT/JTS]

Unit of length is mm.

Unit of length is mm.

Model Ferrule Jack, castor Maximum payload Width 1 Width 2 Height H

Size Material kg W1 W2 min max

 JT-1S 1S SS 20 220 345 190 384

 JTS-1S 1S SUS 20 220 345 190 384

 JT-2S 2S SS 20 220 345 190 384

 JTS-2S 2S SUS 20 220 345 190 384

Model Jack, castor Maximum payload Width 1 Width 2 Height H

Material kg W1 W2 min max

  JT-F SS 20 220 345 150 344

  JTS-F SUS 20 220 345 150 344

Jack with castor to support the mounting and removal of 
valves etc.

Ideal for a single user installing/removing heavy or  
low-positioned values

■ Nozzle type

■ Flat type

■ Simplifies the valve mounting work

■  Also supports valve mounting to a 
lateral discharge outlet

Nipple is welded to the top plate.
Connects the valve to a socket joint to 
support the mounting of the valve on the 
discharge drain.

If an optional elbow is used, slant bottom 
type containers [KTT] and other containers 
with a discharge outlet at the side can also 
be fitted with the valve.

Specifications　
Common to both flat type and nozzle type
Body: SUS304
Jack, castor bracket: Select SS or SUS

Butterfly valves of a large 
diameter can be installed with 
both hands free.

Heavy flange type 
diaphragm valves can also 
be installed safely.
*Custom-made orders

■ Heavy valves can be installed easily

H
W

1

W2

Nozzle type
[JT-1S/JT-2S]

[JTS-1S/JTS-2S]

H
W

1

W2

Flat type
[JT-F]

[JTS-F]
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Stainless steel lifters

Unit of length is mm.

Unit of length is mm.

Clean and rust-proof stainless steel fork lift.
Lifts and moves containers, pallets, etc.
Heavy covers and agitators can be moved without lifting them up by 
hand, reducing the work load.

Stainless steel lifter (fork type) [SLF-FRK]

Clean and rust-proof stainless steel drum inversion lifter.
Secures the container to the lifter, allowing the container to be lifted, moved 
and discharged by inverting it. Container containing heavy raw materials and 
products can be lifted without manual intervention, reducing the work load.

Stainless steel lifter (container inversion type) [SLF-TNK]

Model Weight Maximum payload Maximum 
lifting height Width Width

kg kg H1 W1 W2

SLF-FRK-300 250 300 2000 1400 800

SLF-FRK-500 300 500 2000 1400 950

SLF-FRK-800 350 800 2000 1400 1100

Model Weight Maximum payload Maximum 
lifting height Width Width

kg kg H1 W1    W2

  SLF-TNK-39 150 200 1500 1300    950

  SLF-TNK-43 150 200 1500 1300    950

  SLF-TNK-47 150 200 1500 1300    950

  SLF-TNK-565 250 300 2000 1700  1000

  SLF-TNK-635 300 400 2000 2000  1000

Clean and rust-proof stainless steel lifters

Lifter back Application example

Application example

Clamp unit

W1

W
2

W
3

W
4H

1

H
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W
2

Container 
(sold separately)

H
2

H
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